MOON CLIMBING

I have committed my life to climbing. I have travelled
the world for the past 30 years, climbing with some of
the world’s greatest and at times leading the way.

Autumn / Winter 2016

Performance counts, and today's elites need to get the
absolute best from their gear – whether it’s hardware or
clothing. It needs to be slick, robust and utterly dependable.
I am interested in both substance and style, and I want a say
in the climbing products I use daily. I feel I have the insight to
design products that people want and which will help them
get the most from their climbing, whatever their level.

experience is undoubtedly the best way to learn
something, whether it be how to place gear, how to train
hard and stay injury free or how to pick the best crash
pad for the job in hand. All of us at Moon have learned
the answers to these and many other questions, and
we're still discovering stuff. We certainly don’t claim to
know everything, but we want to share what we do know.

The Moon team are all dedicated, talented climbers
with a broad range of expertise to draw on. Personal

I hope you enjoy what’s on offer and that you benefit in
some way from the products and information you find.
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HUBBLE X SLIM FIT
JEAN AT A GLANCE
1

Stretchy hardwearing fabric

2

Diamond gusset for freedom
of movement

3

Classic 5 pocket design
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Charcoal

Dark Olive
19-0516 TPX

Buckthorn Brown
18-0935 TPX

10-133 Mens Hubble X Slim Fit Jean

Ebony

Ebony

Ebony
19-4104 TPX

HUBBLE X SLIM FIT JEAN 10-133

19-4104 TPX
19-4104
TPX
CYPHER
PANT
10-134

Now with stretch!! Our best-selling Cypher series and a perennial favourite has been
updated based on your feedback. The fabric is a mid-weight poly/cotton blend for
durability. It’s quick drying and wind resistant, perfect for cool days on the rock. The tried
and tested articulated knee, diamond gusset and adjustable hem means as much freedom
of movement as ever, but a new slimmer fit gives them a cleaner line. Clever tweaks mean
that the adjustable hem is now fully integrated, so you won’t ever see or tread on the shock
cord, and a new integrated belt means you can synch in when the going gets tough. We’ve
included snap pockets on the hips and generous back pockets for your personal effects.
Distinctive Moon branding features on the trim with a discrete Moon logo on the thigh.
Sizes:
XS,S,M,L,XL
Colours:	
Charcoal Black, Dark Olive, Buckthorn Brown
Fabric:
65% Polyester 32% Cotton 3% Elastane
Purpose / Activity: Bouldering/training/crossover (lifestyle)
Features / Benefits:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Fabric is stretchy, quick drying, abrasion and wind resistant
Integrated belt for adjustable waist
Snap pockets and generous back pocket for your personal effects
Articulated knees and diamond gusset for freedom of movement
Concealed ankle adjustment so you can see your feet
Distinctive Moon logo heat transfer
Versatile design, our best selling pant

INDIGO DENIM

True to the distinctive Moon look, where less is more, these jeans make a
powerful statement. Slim fit and with an urban feel, the stretchy, heavy duty fabric
and clever design give a functionality that most jeans lack when it comes to
moving on rock. Branding on the pockets and the discreet leather badge fits
with our understated approach. The Moon screenprint on the turnups says
more, if you want.
Sizes:
Colours:
Fabric:
Purpose / Activity:

XS,S,M,L,XL
Indigo Denim
93% Cotton 6% Polyester 1% Lycra
Bouldering/crossover (lifestyle)

Features / Benefits:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Stretchy hardwearing fabric
On trend slim fit leg
Diamond gusset for freedom of movement
Distinctive moon branded trims
Dark denim wash
Ankle print on the inside visible when rolled up
Classic 5 pocket design
Moon heritage leather badge
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THE SAMURAI SERIES
Now with stretch!! Ideal for hot rock outings (or getting sweaty indoors), the Samurai range
is easy to pull on and easy on the eye. Made from light-weight, quick-drying yet tough
fabric, the design incorporates the articulated knee and diamond gusset that make Moon
pants so easy to climb in, while the flat elasticated waist and low-profile pockets mean they
fit neatly under a harness. The trousers have an elasticated ankle, so there’s no annoying
flapping, and no excuses that you can’t see your feet. Moon branding is discreet, with
contrasting trim and logo. This is a pared down, clean design aimed at serious sun rock
seekers who want to get on with the job in hand with minimal fuss.
10-138 | 10-137

Ebony
19-4104 TPX

Vivid Blue
17-4432 TPX

Midnight
19-4127 TPX

RAINSHADOW PANT 10-147
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Jet Black
Jet Black
19-0303
19-0303
TPX TPX

ClassicClassic
Green Green
16-6340
16-6340
TPX TPX

Midnight
Midnight
19-4127
19-4127
TPX TPX

Midnight
Midnight
19-4127
19-4127
TPX TPX

Jet BlackJet Black
TPX
19-030319-0303
TPX

MidnightMidnight
19-412719-4127
TPX
TPX

Classic Green
Classic Green
16-634016-6340
TPX
TPX

MidnightMidnight
TPX
19-412719-4127
TPX

Vivid Blue
Vivid Blue
17-443217-4432
TPX
TPX

MidnightMidnight
19-412719-4127
TPX
TPX

SAMURAI SHORT 10-138

SAMURAI PANT 10-137

Sizes:
Colours:
Fabric:
Purpose / Activity:

Sizes:
Colours:
Fabric:
Purpose / Activity:

XS,S,M,L,XL
Black, Classic Green
65% Polyester 32% Cotton 3% Elastane
Bouldering/training/routes

Features / Benefits:

Features / Benefits:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fabric is stretchy, quick drying, lightweight, abrasion resistant
Harness friendly flat elasticated waist
Low profile side pockets for your personal effects
Diamond gusset for freedom of movement
Distinctive Moon branding
Grown on side seam to minimize harness interference
Pared down, clean design

XS,S,M,L,XL
Black, Midnight Blue, Classic Green
65% Polyester 32% Cotton 3% Elastane
Bouldering/training/routes

Autumn / Winter 2016

Golden Rod
14-0951 TPX

Blending functionality with style, the Jura Pant incorporates the features that
make other Moon pants work so well for climbers in a contemporary slim
fitting design that feels bang up to the mark. The soft mid-weight cotton
is mixed with elastane for stretch, and the articulated knee and diamond
gusset mean you can move freely whatever your medium. The flat, elastic
waistband fits neatly under a harness, and the low-profile pockets with stitch
detail give easy access with minimal hassle. Branding is low key reinforcing
the modern look.

Sizes:
Colours:
Fabric:
Weight:
Purpose / Activity:

Sizes:
Colours:
Fabric:
Purpose / Activity:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Moon Climbing

Moon Indigo
19-4025 TPX

The slim cut Rainshadow pant is form fitting to give complete freedom of
movement. Soft, super stretchy, lightweight fabric will keep your muscles
warm and pliable so they’ll perform on demand, ideal for when the mercury
dips, both indoors and out. Minimalist in design, the elastic waistband and
curved side seams sit neatly under a harness. Ankle cuffs keep the warmth
in and mean you know what’s going on with your feet at all times – or at least
we hope so. Sparse branding gives these pants the distinctive, no nonsense
Moon look where less is more and actions speak louder than words.
XS,S,M,L,XL
Ebony
85% Nylon 15% Spandex
280gsm
Training/routes/bouldering

Features / Benefits:

Fabric is stretchy, quick drying, lightweight, abrasion resistant
Harness friendly flat elasticated waist
Low profile side pockets for your personal effects
Articulated knees and diamond gusset for freedom of movement
Elasticated leg hem
Distinctive Moon branding
Grown on side seam to minimize harness interference
Pared down, clean design

Purple Potion
Twill
16-1108 TPX
19-2430
JURATPX
PANT 10-149

Fabric is soft, comfortable and super stretchy
Relaxed slim track pant fit
Harness friendly minamilist waistband
Harness compatible curved side seam
Contrast striped elastic at cuff and waist
Distinctive moon branding at LHS leg

XS,S,M,L,XL
Purple Potion, Twill
97% Cotton 3% Elastane
Routes/bouldering/crossover (lifestyle)

Features / Benefits:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fabric is soft feel mid weight cotton with elastane for stretch
Flat harness friendly elastic waistband for optimal comfort
Flat low profile front and back pockets with stitch details
Contemporary slim fit leg
Diamond gusset for freedom of movement
Distinctive moon branding with screen print logo on RHS pocket
Articulated knees
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METEOR JACKET
AT A GLANCE
1

Hardwearing and tough
outer fabric

2

Soft taffeta lining

3

Quilted insulation

M E N S TO P S

CLOTHING MENS

15-166 Mens Meteor Jacket

METEOR JACKET 15-166

TITAN HOODY 15-183

Made from the legendary Cypher pant fabric, this hardwearing jacket
combines a tough outer in charcoal black with a bright taffeta lining, which
feels soft against the skin. The body has quilted insulation with understated
shaped stitching for an uncluttered look, with Moon branded zip pulls and
logo on the chest pocket. There’s a generous hood with drawcord, chin guard
and two zipped hand pockets to keep your things safe. Easy to wear and
easy to look good in, outdoors or just out.

Easy to pull on anytime, the heavyweight Titan Hoody will keep you warm
and let you move with ease indoors or out. The ribbed cuffs and hem, large
front pouch pocket and generous hood give you no nonsense styling and
functionality. In cool fern green with block colour panel and discrete Moon
embroidered badge, the top fits well with the Moon stable of highly wearable
garments making a strong statement.

“CHARCOAL
BLACK”
(cypher Black)

APRICOT
ORANGE
17-1353 TCX

Sizes:
XS,S,M,L,XL
Colours:
Outer: Charcoal Black, Lining: Apricot Orange
Fabric: 	Outer: 60% Polyester 40% Cotton, Insulation: 90gsm
synthetic insulation, Lining: Taffeta 100% Polyamide
Purpose / Activity: Bouldering/approach/routes/crossover (lifestyle)
Features / Benefits:
• Hardwearing and tough outer fabric (made from the legendary cypher pant fabric)
bright taffeta lining which feels soft against the skin
• Moon branded zip pulls
• Generous hood with drawcord adjustment
• Quilted insulation with shaped stitching detail
• Front contrast zip closure with chin guard
• Front zipped chest pocket and hand pockets to keep your essentials safe
• Elbow patch detail
• Hem with drawcord adjustment
8
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Fern Green
17-6153 TPX

Heliotrope
19-3737 TPX

Sizes:
Colours:
Fabric:
Purpose / Activity:

XS,S,M,L,XL
Fern Green
80% Cotton 20% Polyester
Bouldering/training/crossover (lifestyle)

Features / Benefits:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fabric is heavyweight brushed back jersey for warmth
Block colour panel and generous hood with drawcord adjustment
Moon branded embroidered badge
Cut for comfort and ease of movement
Ribbed cuff and hem
Large front pouch pocket
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MENS TEES & VESTS

ORGANIC COTTON TEES (BELOW)
Get the message across with a Moon tee: you climb and you’re serious
about it, OK? Graphics focus on Ben’s approach to climbing, whether
hanging off a Moon fingerboard or advocating 100% commitment.
Choose to tell it like it is.

D E S I G N E D A N D D E V E LO P E D B Y
DESIGNED AND DEVELOPED BY

Sizes:
Colours:
Fabric:
Purpose / Activity:

XS,S,M,L,XL
Ebony, Vivid Blue
100% Organic Cotton
Multi-purpose

Features / Benefits:
• Fabric is stretchy 100% organic cotton, environmentally
friendly, and comfortable with a soft hand feel
• Moon branding
• Classic graphic designs

Vivid Blue
17-4432 TPX

STRIPED LS 15-193
Ebony
19-4104 TPX

A striking, easy to wear moisture wicking tee for most occasions. The soft,
stretchy fabric feels good and is cut for comfort, with the thumbhole feature
adding a bit of extra warmth. Distinctive Moon branding and contrast detail
on the inside neck mark it out as a quality item.
Sizes:
XS,S,M,L,XL
Colours:
Ebony/Blue
Fabric: 	87% Polyester 13% Spandex 295gsm
Purpose / Activity: Training/bouldering/routes
Features / Benefits:
•
•
•
•
•

Stretch fabric with soft hand feel and stripe detail and moisture wicking
Distinctive contrast moon branding
Thumbhole
Contrast detail on inside neck
Raglan sleeves for comfort

Tangerine Tango
17-1463 TPX

MOON LOGO VEST 15-138
DESIGNED AND DEVELOPED BY

Moon vests look the business and state their case. Made from organic cotton,
they feel skin soft with a comfortable cut. Classic designs leave no-one in
doubt where your interests lie.
Sizes:
XS,S,M,L,XL
Colours:	
Vivid Blue
Fabric:
100% Organic Cotton
Purpose / Activity: Training
Features / Benefits:
• Fabric is stretchy 100% organic cotton, environmentally
friendly and comfortable with a soft hand feel
• Moon branding
• Moon logo graphic
Ebony
19-4104 TPX

Russet Orange
FINGERBOARD
TEE 15-143
16-1255 TPX
Blanc de Blanc
11-4800 TPX

Vivid Blue
17-4432 TPX

100%
CLIMBING TEE 15-052
Lime Punch
13-0550 TPX

Tangerine Tango
17-1463 TPX
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Build your
own Moonboard
and train on problems set by professional climbers

Vicky Barrett and Alistair Patrick
training at The School Room, Sheffield,
Photographer: Tim Glasby

SAMURAI SERIES
AT A GLANCE
1

Fabric is stretchy, quick drying,
lightweight, abrasion resistant

2

Harness friendly flat elasticated
waist with jersey roll down detail

3

Articulated knees and diamond
gusset for freedom of movement

4

Elasticated leg hem

WO M E N S PA N T S

CLOTHING WOMENS

THE SAMURAI SERIES
Great for warm days out (or indoor workouts), the Samurai range is easy to wear and
casually stylish. Made from light-weight, quick-drying yet durable fabric, they feature the
articulated knee and diamond gusset that make Moon pants so easy to climb in. There’s
a harness-friendly elasticated waist that you can roll down, which looks great with one of
the vests or crop tops for a really relaxed feel. The low-profile pockets fit nicely with the
style and don’t interfere with gear. The trousers have an elasticated ankle, so there’s no
annoying flapping and no excuses that you can’t see your feet, while you can easily roll
up the hem on the shorts. Moon branding is discreet, with contrasting trim and logo.
This is a pared down, clean style aimed at serious sun seekers who don’t want any fuss,
so an ideal travel companion.
20-147 | 20-148

Midnight
Midnight
Midnight
19-4127 TPX
19-4127 TPX
19-4127 TPX
Vivid Blue
Vivid Blue
Vivid
Blue
17-4432
TPX
17-4432 TPX
17-4432 TPX

Heliotrope
Heliotrope
19-373719-3737
TPX TPX
Russet Russet
OrangeOrange
16-125516-1255
TPX TPX
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Heliotrope
Heliotrope
Heliotrope
19-3737
TPX
TPX
19-3737 19-3737
TPX
Russet Orange
Russet Orange
Russet Orange
16-1255
TPX
TPX
16-1255 16-1255
TPX

SAMURAI SHORTS 20-148

SAMURAI PANTS 20-147

Sizes:
Colours:
Fabric:
Purpose / Activity:

Sizes:
Colours:
Fabric:
Purpose / Activity:

XS,S,M,L,XL
Heliotrope Purple
65% Polyester 32% Cotton 3% Elastane
Bouldering/training/routes

Features / Benefits:

Features / Benefits:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fabric is stretchy, quick drying, lightweight, abrasion resistant
Harness friendly flat elasticated waist with jersey roll down detail
Low profile side pockets for your personal effects
Diamond gusset for freedom of movement
Distinctive Moon branding
Grown on side seam to minimize harness interference
Pared down, clean design

XS,S,M,L,XL
Midnight Blue, Heliotrope Purple
65% Polyester 32% Cotton 3% Elastane
Bouldering/training/routes

Fabric is stretchy, quick drying, lightweight, abrasion resistant
Harness friendly flat elasticated waist with jersey roll down detail
Low profile side pockets for your personal effects
Articulated knees and diamond gusset for freedom of movement
Elasticated leg hem
Distinctive Moon branding
Grown on side seam to minimize harness interference
Pared down, clean design
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Midnight
19-4127 TPX

Jet Black
19-0303 TPX
Ebony
19-4104 TPX

Jet Black
19-0303 TPX
Very Berry
18-2336 TPX

CYPHETTE PANT 20-155

ROLL TOP CAPRI 20-150

FARADAY JEAN 20-143

SIGMA LEGGINGS 20-154

At last, no more lusting after men’s pants! Women get their own version of
the ever-popular Cypher range. Made from stretchy, quick drying, abrasion
and wind resistant fabric, these are perfect for getting out in our fickle climate.
Cut to give you freedom of movement with an articulated knee and diamond
gusset, you also have an integrated belt and concealed ankle adjustment so
you can see your feet. Low profile back and side pockets for your personal
effects and distinctive Moon branding finish off a versatile product that
deserves its number 1 ranking as our best-selling pant.

The Roll top Capri is ideal for a quick training session when you want something
to work with you as well as look the part. The stretchy, quick drying fabric is cut to
a relaxed, flattering fit, while shaped side seams with flatlock stitching give extra
comfort. An elasticated jersey waist sits neatly under a harness or you can roll it
down if bouldering or hanging out. There’s a zipped back pocket to keep your
essentials safe, and the distinctive Moon branding completes these bright
and breezy pants.

At last a skinny stretch jean for climbing! High quality denim blended
with 6% polyester for durability and 1% elastane for comfort. As with all
denim, the devil is in the detail, so Moon branded metal trims and stitching
details for strength, and of course the Moon logo embroidery rising from
the change pocket! A discreet diamond gusset is of course an essential
feature. And most importantly, they look great on.

Whether you’re out bouldering, training or doing routes, sometimes leggings
are just easier to wear than trousers, less faff. Here, you’ve got stretchy
but supportive material cut to give a flattering, feminine fit. The low profile
waistband sits comfortably under a harness. Go for ubiquitous black with the
usual subtle Moon branding.

Sizes:
Colours:
Fabric:
Purpose / Activity:

XS,S,M,L,XL
Black
65% Polyester 32% Cotton 3% Elastane
Bouldering/training/crossover (lifestyle)

Features / Benefits:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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20-143 Womens Faraday Jean

Vivid Blue
17-4432 TPX

Fabric is stretchy, quick drying, abrasion and wind resistant
Integrated belt for adjustable waist
Low profile back and side pockets for your personal effects
Articulated knees and diamond gusset for freedom of movement
Concealed ankle adjustment so you can see your feet
Distinctive Moon branding
Versatile design, our best selling pant

Sizes:
Colours:
Fabric:
Purpose / Activity:

INDIGO DENIM

Sizes:
Colours:
Fabric:
Purpose / Activity:

XS,S,M,L,XL
Midnight Blue
87% Polyamide 13% Elastane
Routes/training

Features / Benefits:

Features / Benefits:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

XS,S,M,L,XL
Indigo Denim
93% Cotton 6% Polyester 1% Lycra
Bouldering/crossover (lifestyle)

•
•
•
•
•
•

Fabric is stretchy, quick drying, comfortable
Relaxed flattering fit with elasticated cuffs to allow for movement
Distinctive Moon branding
Harness friendly flat elasticated waist with jersey roll down detail
Zipped back pocket to keep your belongings safe
Shaped side seam to minimize harness interference
Flatlock stitching for extra comfort and durability

Moon Climbing
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Fabric is stretchy, hardwearing
Contemporary slim fit leg
Diamond gusset for freedom of movement
Distinctive Moon branded trims
Classic 5 pocket design
Moon heritage leather badge

Sizes:
Colours:
Fabric:
Purpose / Activity:

XS,S,M,L,XL
Black
87% Polyamide 13% Elastane
Bouldering/training/routes

Features / Benefits:
•
•
•
•

Fabric is stretchy but supportive
Flattering feminine fit
Moon branding
Low profile harness friendly waistband
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Midnight
Midnight
Purple Purple
Potion Potion
19-4127
TPX TPX
19-2430
19-2430
TPX TPX19-4127

Very Berry
GoldenGolden
Rod Rod Very Berry
18-2336
TPX TPX
14-0951
14-0951
TPX TPX18-2336

HADLEY PANT 20-159

With a relaxed, flattering fit, these pants are made from soft, mid-weight cotton mixed
with elastane for stretch. The low profile roll down waist includes a side tie detail
to gather the band in further if you like to wear it that way, and there’s also a neat,
concealed ankle adjustment. The panel gusset has embroidered eyelets to allow
airflow for when things get a bit too steamy. Dropped low profile front pockets and
a subtle logo complete these good-looking, highly functional pants available in two
distinctive colours. Let’s move on from black.
Sizes:
Colours:
Fabric:
Purpose / Activity:

XS,S,M,L,XL
Purple Potion, Golden
97% Cotton 3% Elastane
Routes/bouldering/crossover (lifestyle)

Features / Benefits:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Fabric is soft feel mid weight cotton with elastane for stretch
Low profile roll down waistband
Tie for optional gathered waist detail
Dropped low profile front pockets
Relaxed fit
Panel gusset with embroidered eyelets to allow air flow and freedom of movement
Distinctive moon branding with heat transfer logo on RHS pocket
Articulated knees
Concealed ankle adjustment

Ruth Dales training at The School Room, Sheffield,
Photographer: Tim Glasby
Moon Climbing

CELESTIA SWEAT
AT A GLANCE
1

Stretchy brushed back jersey
sweatshirt fabric

2

Relaxed cowl neck collar with
drawcord detail

3

Ribbed paneling for comfort and
stretch and ease of movement

4

Fitted feminine shape

WO M E N S TO P S
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25-159 Womens Meteor Jacket

METEOR JACKET 25-159
“CHARCOAL

APRICOT

Made from the
legendaryORANGE
Cypher pant fabric, this hardwearing jacket
BLACK”
17-1353 TCX
(cypher Black)
combines a tough
outer in charcoal black with a bright taffeta lining, which
feels soft against the skin. The body has quilted insulation with understated
shaped stitching for an uncluttered look, with Moon branded zip pulls and
logo on the chest pocket. There’s a generous hood with drawcord, chin guard
and two zipped hand pockets to keep your things safe. Easy to wear and easy
to look good in, outdoors or just out.
Sizes:
XS,S,M,L,XL
Colours:
Outer: Charcoal Black, Lining: Apricot Orange
Fabric: 	Outer: 60% Polyester 40% Cotton, Insulation: 90gsm synthetic
insulation, Lining: Taffeta 100% Polyamide
Purpose / Activity: Bouldering/approach/routes/crossover (lifestyle)
Features / Benefits:
• Hardwearing and tough outer fabric (made from the legendary cypher pant fabric)
skin soft taffeta lining
• Moon branded zip pulls
• Generous hood with drawcord adjustment
• Quilted insulation with shaped stitching detail
• Front contrast zip closure with chin guard
• Zipped hand pockets for safety
• Elbow patch detail
• Hem with drawcord adjustment
20
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Heliotrope
19-3737 TPX

CELESTIA SWEAT 25-171
Here’s a sweatshirt designed to say so much more than just sweatshirt. The
relaxed cowl neck collar, fitted shape and discrete pockets mark it out as a cut
above the rest. Brushed back jersey fabric and ribbed panelling mean it’s soft and
stretchy, giving ease of movement. Comfort definitely doesn’t need to be boring.
Sizes:
XS,S,M,L,XL
Colours:
Heliotrope Purple
Fabric: 	80% Cotton 20% Polyester
Purpose / Activity: Bouldering/training/crossover (lifestyle)
Features / Benefits:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Stretchy brushed back jersey sweatshirt fabric
Ribbed paneling for comfort and stretch and ease of movement
Moon branding including woven badge
Hand pockets
Fitted feminine shape
Relaxed cowl neck collar with drawcord detail
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DESIGNED AND DEVELOP ED BY

CHUNKY KNIT BEANIE 30-067
Sizes:
Colours:
Fabric:
Ebony
19-4104 TPX

• Warm, skin soft classic bobble hat
• Relaxed fit, featuring a turn up with subtle moon branding
• Pom pom

LEAF LOGO VEST 25-166

A striking, easy to wear tee for when you want to get active. The soft, stretchy
moisture wicking fabric feels good and is cut for style and comfort, with the
thumbhole feature adding a bit of extra warmth. Distinctive Moon branding and
contrast detail on the inside neck mark it out as a quality addition to the wardrobe.

This vest will show them what you’ve been working on and allow you to flex
those shoulders and biceps uninhibited. Designed as a loose fitting top in
stretchy, soft fabric, you’ll be able to move freely on rock, plastic or wood.
Moon branding is about as apparent as it gets, so do it justice. All that said,
it’s a pretty neat design that looks and keeps you cool whatever you’re doing.
The moon logo, but with a feminine twist.

Sizes:
Colours:
Fabric:
Purpose / Activity:

XS,S,M,L,XL
Ebony/Blue
87% Polyester 13% Spandex
Training/bouldering/routes

Features / Benefits:
•
•
•
•
•
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Features / Benefits:

Very Berry
18-2336 TPX

Ebony
STRIPED LS 25-153

19-4104 TPX

Stretch fabric with soft hand feel and stripe detail and moisture wicking
Distinctive contrast moon branding
Thumbhole
Contrast detail on inside neck
Raglan sleeves for comfort

Sizes:
Colours:
Fabric:
Purpose / Activity:

XS,S,M,L,XL
Ebony
50% Cotton 50% Polyester
Multi-purpose/crossover (lifestyle)

Features / Benefits:
•
•
•
•
•

One size
Saffron, Heather Grey, Zinfadel
100% Acrylic

Chunky Knit Beanie - Saffron

WO M E N S T E E S & V E S T S
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Fabric is melange look stretchy soft hand feel and comfortable
Racer back with gathered detail at back
Moon branding
Scoop neckline
Leaf logo print

Moon Climbing

Autumn / Winter 2016
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CLOTHING KIDS

HALF MOON

HALF MOON TEES
Two cool kid’s tees: one with Burbage South on back; the other with a scribble Moon
logo on the front. They’re made from stretchy 100% organic cotton fabric, so they’re
comfortable to wear and environmentally friendly too. Do they care? We do.
35-002 | 35-003

CRAG LOGO TEE 35-002
Sizes:
3-4 years, 5-6 years, 7-8 years, 9-10 years
Colours:
Russet Orange
Fabric:
100% Organic Cotton
Purpose / Activity:	Scrambling/bouldering/indoor climbing/
school/lifestyle
Features / Benefits:
• Burbage south logo print on back
• Fabric is stretchy 100% organic cotton, environmentally
friendly, and comfortable with a soft hand feel
• Moon branding

MINI CYPHER PANT 35-004

JUPITER FULL ZIP HOODY 35-001

One trip out bouldering or serious outdoor messing and that’s another pair
of trousers in the bin – not any more. Moon has stepped in with a kid-friendly
version of the Cypher pant that parents will love too. Made from the same
stretchy, durable fabric and with the same Moon features for style and ease of
movement as the adult versions, there’s added re-enforcement on the knees,
bum and ankle to withstand sliding down rocks. A soft, elasticated waistband
with adjustable drawcord and easy access side pockets help make these a
really versatile design. So go for it kids: rough and tumble, no problem.

Bundled up in this heavy-weight hoody, there’s nowhere you can’t take the
little cherubs. Its soft, warm feel, roomy cut and cool looks will mean there’ll
be no fights about what to put on as you leave home – they’ll love it! The large
front pouch pocket has plenty of room for bits and bobs and small hands,
while the cosy hood means it’s not a disaster if they go out without a hat.
There’s also a name label on the inside, so they won’t lose it at the wall,
out and about or in school, hopefully….

Sizes:
3-4 years, 5-6 years, 7-8 years, 9-10 years
Colours:
Vivid Blue
Fabric: 	Main: 65% Polyester 32% Cotton 3% Elastane,
Patches: 100% Polyester
Purpose / Activity: Scrambling/bouldering/indoor climbing
Features / Benefits:
• Fabric is stretchy, quick drying, abrasion and wind resistant with re-enforced
knees, bum and ankle for withstanding sliding down rock
• Soft stretchy waistband with adjustable drawcord
• Open side pockets
• Articulated knees and diamond gusset for freedom of movement
• Distinctive Moon branding
• Versatile design
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SCRIBBLE TEE 35-003
Sizes:
3-4 years, 5-6 years, 7-8 years, 9-10 years
Colours:
Heliotrope Purple
Fabric:
100% Organic Cotton
Purpose / Activity:	Scrambling/bouldering/indoor climbing/
school/lifestyle

Sizes:
3-4 years, 5-6 years, 7-8 years, 9-10 years
Colours:
Main: Fern Green Highlight: Ebony
Fabric:
80% Cotton 20% Polyester
Purpose / Activity:	Scrambling/bouldering/indoor climbing/school/lifestyle

Features / Benefits:
• Scribble screen print on front
• Fabric is stretchy 100% organic cotton, environmentally
friendly, and comfortable with a soft hand feel
• Moon branding

Features / Benefits:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fabric is heavyweight brushed back jersey for warmth
Moon original graphic print on back
Moon branded embroidered badge on front
Cut for comfort and ease of movement
Ribbed cuff and hem
Large front pouch pocket
Contrasting front zip closure
Name label on inside so you won’t lose it at the wall

Sylvie Moon climbing at The Foundry
Moon Climbing

Autumn / Winter 2016
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MADE IN SHEFFIELD

Dave grafting
at timfishdesign

TIMFISHDESIGN:
timfishdesign is our award winning design consultancy of choice. Based
in Sheffield, Tim’s team has been designing and developing Moon kit for
nearly ten years. The Made in Sheffield range is our newest venture with
timfishdesign, it’s designed, developed and manufactured in their
new workshop.

MADE IN SHEFFIELD
We at Moon climbing are proud to support local
Sheffield artists and businesses where we can.
OZZIE:

To this end we have worked with select partners to create a number of
bespoke products featuring distinctive styling with a touch of northern
flair. Made for the discerning climber who likes to swim against the tide!

Dave

Autumn / Winter 2016

Yasmina

Since 2008 Wall Climber Ltd have been building climbing walls, with now
over one hundred installed up and down the country in all shapes and
sizes - from toddler walls to large lead walls. More recently they have
focussed on developing and manufacturing products for the climbing
world. In their Sheffield workshop are two large format CNC machines
which enable them to move from prototype through to a consistent,
high quality final product.
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HARD GOODS

AERIAL PACK 50-114

VERT PACK 50-220

Sizes:
Colours:
Fabric:

Sizes:
Colours:
Fabric:

One size, 1.2 kg, 38L
Green, True Red, Blue Jewel, Jet Black
P600D ripstop and non ripstop, lining N210D

Features:

Features:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

38L capacity
Moulded foam back panel with internal aluminium stay
Removable hip belt
Fully adjustable chest harness
Tension straps and roll down closure system
Central YKK zip with wide zip guard
Removable rope bag tarp
Generous internal pocket
Grab handle, embroidered branding, contrast trim
Zip pulls and buckles

MOON BOULDERING BAG 50-222
Sizes:
One size, 650g 25L
Colours:	
Green, True Red, Blue Jewel, Jet Black
Fabric: 	P600D ripstop and non ripstop, lining N210D
Features:
• 20L Bouldering bag with convertible shoulder strap or
backpack carrying system and large main compartment with 2
elasticated internal
pockets, and one internal zip pocket, side water bottle pocket
• Outer zip pocket for easy access, grab handle, embroidered
branding, contrast trim, zip pulls and buckles
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One size, 650g, 25L
Green, True Red, Blue Jewel, Jet Black
P600D ripstop and non ripstop, lining N210D

25L capacity
Moulded foam back panel, adjustable chest harness,
Separate laptop case pocket
Large main compartment
Generous external pocket with internal
zip pocket and organiser
• Grab handle, embroidered branding, contrast trim
• Zip pulls and buckles

S7 MUSSETTE MADE IN SHEFFIELD
50-104

S7 ROPE BAG MADE IN SHEFFIELD
50-103

Colours:
Fabric:
Weight:
Purpose / Activity:

Colours:
Fabric:
Weight:
Purpose / Activity:

Petrol Blue
100% Waxed Cotton
375gsm
Training/crossover (lifestyle)

Features:

Features:

• Internal zip pocket
• Great for going to and from the wall, can fit inside
a bouldering pad or be used for everyday activities
• Inspired by bandolier and traditional cycling musette bags
• Moon woven badge
• Zipped main closure
• Adjustable and sturdy seatbelt webbing strap
• Waxed cotton fabric is water resistant

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Red, Purple
PU Nylon
4oz
Routes/training

Adjustable and sturdy seatbelt webbing strap
Moon woven badge
Classic moon buckle closure
Waterproof main fabric
Tarp funnel design for easy rope storage
Colour coded rope tieing webbing loops
Can fit up to an 80m rope

C H A L K B AG S , C H A L K A N D AC C E SS O R I E S

PAC K S , B AG S A N D RO P E B AG S

HARD GOODS

TRAD CHALK BAG 50-110

Sizes:
Colours:

Sizes:
Colours:

Fabric:

One size
True Red, Blue Jewel, Black/Pink
Flower, Black/Purple moon print,
Blue/Green S7, Green/Green moon
print, Jet Black, Red/Blue 100%, Red/
Orange S7
P600D

Fabric:

One size
True Red, Blue Jewel, Black/Pink Flower,
Black/Purple moon print, Blue/Green S7,
Green/Green moon print, Jet Black,
Red/Blue 100%, Red/Orange S7
P600D

Features:
Features:

• Lightweight but roomy chalk bag
• Revolutionary cordless closure system with
popper lock, brush holder
• Embroidered Moon logo and secondary branded
100% climbing label
• Belt included

• Lightweight chalk bag
• Revolutionary cordless closure system with
popper lock, brush holder
• Embroidered Moon logo and secondary
branded 100% climbing label, belt included
• Grab handle, embroidered branding, contrast trim
• Zip pulls and buckles

S7 RETRO CHALK BAG
MADE IN SHEFFIELD 50-116
Colours:
Grey/Purple, Grey/Blue, Grey/Pink, Grey/Maroon
Fabric:
100% Waxed Cotton
Weight:
200gsm
Purpose / Activity: Routes/training
Features:
•
•
•
•
•

Moon Climbing

SPORT CHALK BAG 50-110

Waxed cotton fabric is water resistant
Moon woven badge
Classic drawstring closure
Foldable section to help prevent chalk spliage
Hip belt with buckle closer

Autumn / Winter 2016

BOULDERING CHALK BAG 50-112
Sizes:
Colours:
Fabric:

One size
True Red, Blue Jewel, Black/Green 100%, Blue/Green S7,
Green/Orange moon print, Jet Black
P600D

DELUXE BOULDERING CHALK BAG
50-113
Sizes:
Colours:

Features:

Fabric:

• Large capacity, dry-bag closure system with velcro and buckle
• Large front zip pocket with integrated brush holders
• Embroidered Moon logo and secondary branded 100% climbing label

Features:
•
•
•
•
•
•

One size
True Red, Blue Jewel, Black/Green 100%, Blue/Green S7,
Green/Orange moon print, Jet Black
P600D

Extra large capacity
Reinforced opening for easy access
Wide base for stability and grab handle
Drawcord closure system
Large front zip pocket with integrated brush holders
Embroidered Moon logo and secondary branded 100% climbing label
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TRAINING

PLUTO 55-103

WARRIOR 55-104

Sizes:
Colours:
Fabric:

Sizes:
Colours:
Fabric:

100 x 100 x 8 cm (40 x 40 x 3.2 in)
Green, True Red, Blue Jewel, Jet Black
P600D with PU coating

130 x 100 x 11 cm (52 x 40 x 5 in)
Green, True Red, Blue Jewel, Jet Black
P600D with PU coating

Features:

Features:

•
•
•
•
•
•

• Anti crease reverse fold taco style
• Backpack carrying system with waist belt and
protective flap ensuring a seamless landing surface
• Single sheet of open cell foam (95mm) sandwiched
between 2 sheets of closed cell foam (25mm)
• Top and side grab handles
• Aluminium buckles
• Anti slip base fabric
• Carpet foot mat
• Screen printed branding on landing surface

Anti crease reverse fold taco style
Closed (25mm) and open cell foam (65mm)
Removable adjustable shoulder strap
Top and side grab handles
Anti slip base, aluminium buckles
Screen printed branding on landing surface

TRAINING

C R A S H PA D S

HARD GOODS

MOON FINGERBOARD 60-107

PHAT BOY FINGERBOARD 60-126

Sizes:
Colours:
Material:
Ability:

Sizes:
Colours:
Fabric:
Ability:

70 x 14 x 4 (27 x 5 x 1.5 in)
White, Black, Stone, Green
PU
Intermediate/advanced

68 x 25 x 5 (28 x 10 x 2 in)
White, Black, Stone, Green
PU
All abilities

Features:

Features / Benefits:

•
•
•
•
•
•

• Same layout and hold types as the Moon fingerboard
in a larger format
• Compact, low profile
• Half joint finger edges through to incut finger jugs
• Two to four finger pockets
• Two different types of sloper
• Six fixing points, screws included

Compact, low profile
Half joint finger edges through to incut finger jugs
Two to four finger pockets
Two different types of sloper
Six fixing points, screws included,
Voted “Editors Choice” in US magazine Climbing

SATURN 55-105
Sizes:
Colours:
Fabric:

180 x 120 x 13 cm (72 x 48 x 5.5 in)
Green, True Red, Blue Jewel, Jet Black
P600D with PU coating

Features:
• Anti crease reverse fold taco style
• Backpack carrying system with waist belt and
protective flap ensuring a seamless landing surface
• Single sheet of open cell foam (110mm) sandwiched
between 2 sheets of closed cell foam (30mm)
• Top and side grab handles
• Aluminium buckles
• Anti slip base fabric
• Carpet foot mat
• Screen printed branding on landing surface

MOON DUST 300G CHALK 60-108

MOON 3 BRUSH SET 60-128

Sizes:

Sizes:
Material:

300g (10 oz)

Features:
• 100% pure magnesium, no additives

Features:
•
•
•
•
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One Size
Wood/natural hog bristle

Moon Climbing

Autumn / Winter 2016

Large bouldering brush
Two low profile chalkbag brushes
Handle fixture point
Engraved Moon branding

CAMPUS RUNGS
MADE IN SHEFFIELD 60-131
Sizes:
Material:

18, 23, 29mm deep, 500mm long
Wood = Marine Grade Birch Ply

Features:
• Marine Grade Birch Ply campus rungs in 3 sizes with 4
screw fixings
• Unique design incorporating two four finger pockets per rung
• Available individually
• Fixings not included
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TRAINING

TRAINING

ORIGINAL SCHOOL HOLDS 60-116
Sizes:
Colours:
Material:

Assorted
Yellow
PU

Features:
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SCHOOL HOLDS TRAINING SET A
60-121

SCHOOL HOLDS TRAINING SET B
60-121

Sizes:
Colours:
Material:

Sizes:
Colours:
Material:

Assorted
White
PU

Assorted
Black
PU

• 40 bolt-on-holds
• Fixings not included

Features:

Features:

• 50 bolt-on-holds
• Fixings not included

• 50 bolt-on-holds
• Fixings not included

MOON BOARD FOOTHOLDS 60-129

POWER GRIPS SET A 60-117

POWER GRIPS SET B 60-118

Sizes:
Colours:
Material:

Sizes:
Colours:
Material:

Sizes:
Colours:
Material:

Assorted
Assorted
PU

Assorted
Black, Green, Red, White, Moon Orange, Flouro Pink
PU

Assorted
Black, Green, Red, White, Moon Orange, Flouro Pink
PU

Features:

Features:

Features:

• 10 bolt-on-holds
• Fixings not included

• 68 bolt-on-holds
• Fixings not included

• 69 bolt-on-holds
• Fixings not included

Moon Climbing

MERCHANDISING

MERCHANDISING
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LIFESTYLE
lifestyle
lifestyle
lifestyle

AW16
MENS
MERCHANDISING
AW16
MENS
MERCHANDISING
AW16
MENS
MERCHANDISING
INDOOR
TRAINING
lifestyle
indoor
training
indoor
training
indoor
training

OUTDOOR BOULDERING/
outdoor
bouldering/climbing
outdoor
bouldering/climbing
outdoor
bouldering/climbing
CLIMBING/TRAINING

Key Item
Meteor Jacket

DE S IG N ED AND DE V ELOP ED BY

DE S IG N ED AND DE V ELOP ED BY

DE S IG N ED AND DE V ELOP ED BY

DE S IG N ED AND DE V ELOP ED BY

D ES IGN ED AN D D E V ELOPE D BY
D ES IGN ED AN D D E VELOPE D BY

D ES IGN ED AN D D E V ELOPE D BY
D ES IGN ED AN D D E VELOPE D BY
D ES IGN ED AN D D E VELOPE D BY

D ES IGN ED AN D D E V ELOPE D BY
D ES IGN ED AN D D E V ELOPE D BY

D ES IGN ED AN D D E VELOPE D BY

Moon Climbing
C
C 2015
2015

C 2015C 2015

AW 1 6 WO M E N S M E RC H A N D I S I N G

AW 1 6 M E N S M E RC H A N D I S I N G

AW16 WOMENS MERCHANDISING
LIFESTYLE
outdoor bouldering/climbing
lifestyle

INDOOR
training
outdoor
bouldering/climbing
lifestyleindoor
TRAINING

AW16 WOMENS MERC
OUTDOOR BOULDERING/
indoor training
outdoor bouldering/climbing
CLIMBING/TRAINING

Key Item
Celestria Sweat

Key Item
Samurai Pants

Autumn / Winter 2016
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Simon Weill collection

